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TITLE | “Head Start” 
Kim Anderson 
MEDIA | Canson Cold Press, Watercolor, Micro Pen 
SIZE | 8 x 10 
 
The hottest trend for the last few years was for hearing parents to teach ASL to HEARING 
babies. Where’s the hottest trend/movement to teach DEAF babies the same?! Most promotional 
materials for hearing parents with hearing babies rave about how learning American Sign 
Language gives babies a head start in acquiring/expressing a language and enhances cognitive 



development. Sadly, hearing parents of Deaf babies don’t get this kind of positive promotional 
info. Also, there tends to be no mention of where ASL is from. This is blatant disregard for 
cultural appropriation. The developmental info for this chart was derived from 
babysignshine.com geared for hearing babies. I used some of their developmental info and just 
inserted “hearing” and “deaf”. I titled it differently than theirs – mine as “language milestones 
chart” and theirs is “language acquisition of hearing children”. ASL belongs to the Deaf 
community and yes, a Deaf baby using ASL will have a greater head start than a non-ASL 
hearing child. The audist world can’t imagine Deaf babies surpassing their hearing peers in 
language and cognitive development! That should be something to rejoice about and make it hot 
and viral! Get that info out to hearing parents of Deaf babies! 
 
PLEASE NOTE: This artwork by Kim Anderson ©2019 is shareable WITH the narrative, please 
give credit to the artist. Do NOT share without the narrative. 
 
 
 
 



 
 
Untitled  
Rosemary Edwards 
 
I remember going to an audiologist often when I was growing up I hated going there - hated 
hearing beeps or whatnot after I am done... I wish they would see after two or three times - ok... 
she is deaf, period. My hearing will never improve.. it will go down the hill. I don't care. I am 
proud to be deaf.  



 

 
 
Title: Tears of low self-esteem 
Kathy Fisher-Abraham 
Medium: sketch paper pad, inks and black marker  
 
Description: The deaf kindergarten student, Sarah was marked “Deaf” on the chart and was 
being “compared “ with hearing kindergarteners. She struggled to make her speech 
pronunciations perfect to impress teachers and parents. The chart was shown on the wall in 
public in the classroom where everyone visiting can see them. Upon receiving the assessment 
and letter from the teacher to parents, she burst out in tears which fell down on her papers where 
you can see. It did happen in reality to a few friends of mine. 



 

 
 
Untitled  
Bonita Harris  
Markers 
 
Census Bureau should record about Deaf and ASL uses.  
 



 
 
 
Untitled  
Laurie Monahan 
Mixed media 
Description: I think 2016 Patti Durr and I were experimenting with encaustic. There were very 
old book about “hearing impaired “ and speech therapy. I don’t remember name of book but it 
was very oral - AGB. So I just collage and painted on board. The girl with headphones remind 
me when I was her age. Confused with “beeping” sounds in my head annoyed! 
 
 



 
 
Comparison  
Bonnie Sandy 
Mix Media paper and Black Sharpie - Ultra Fine, Fine and King Size. 
10”x7” 
 
Who spoke perfectly? Who failed? Who was laziest? Who spoke okay? All was a speech 
pathologist’s evaluation. 
 



 
‘My Schedule’ 
Diane A. Squires 
Medium: Clip arts and ArtRage 
Size: 8 x 11  
Diane A. Squires 
 
 
 
 


